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Photo Sequences of Varying Emotion: Optimization with a

Valence-Arousal Annotated Dataset
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Synthesizing photo products such as photo strips and slideshows using a database of images is a time-

consuming and tedious process that requires significant manual work. To overcome this limitation, we de-

veloped a method that automatically synthesizes photo sequences based on several design parameters. Our

method considers the valence and arousal ratings of images in conjunction with parameters related to both the

visual consistency of the synthesized photo sequence and the progression of valence and arousal throughout

the photo sequence. Our method encodes valence, arousal, and visual consistency parameters as cost terms

into a total cost function while applying a Markov chain Monte Carlo optimization techniques called simu-

lated annealing to synthesize the photo sequence based on user-defined target objectives in a few seconds. As

our method was developed for the synthesis of photo sequences using the valence-arousal emotional model,

a user study was conducted to evaluate the efficacy of the synthesized photo sequences in triggering valence-

arousal ratings as expected. Our results indicate that the proposed method synthesizes photo sequences in

which valence and arousal dimensions are perceived as expected by participants; however, valence may be

more appropriately perceived than arousal.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Digital cameras can be found in many devices such as laptops, tablets, and smartphones. The
availability of such devices has dramatically increased the number of pictures taken by users on
a daily basis. Additionally, we now have access to vast collections of digital photos, which makes
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the process of browsing and creating photo sequences (including photo stories) ever more time-
consuming and increasingly difficult. Accessing large image datasets can make image selection
and sequencing a daunting task for those interested in generating products such as photo albums,
photo stories, slideshows, calendars, and more.

Unsurprisingly, there are various commercial solutions (e.g., Smilebox,1 Magisto,2 NCH,3 Adobe
Spark,4 Pholody,5 Kizoa,6 Clideo7) that take a set of user-defined photos as input and either auto-
matically or semi-automatically create photo slideshows. Synthesizing photo sequences to create
slideshows is based primarily on rules defined by the developer [74], the metadata-based systems
[64, 83], or the visual features analyses [1, 80]. However, the selection of the most appropriate
images based on predefined rules has several limitations [52]. Among them, rule-based methods
often fail to select appropriate photos for the desired collection and, in most cases, group pho-
tos in a product-appropriate manner [52, 75]. This drawback can be eliminated using methods
that process annotated data, metadata, and visual features. Specifically, by representing images
through a number of variables, the system can organize and automatically synthesize photo se-
quences based on those variables and, therefore, create a vibrant and meaningful visual product
[11, 17, 40, 43, 72, 75].

In most existing methods, only limited information extracted from images (e.g., chronology,
upload order) is used to synthesize the photo sequence. Therefore, even if the system can propose a
photo sequence, a user most likely needs additional time to edit and correct the photo sequence due
to the poor quality of the system. Users may want to create photo sequences that: (1) follow a loose
chronological order, (2) track specific emotional patterns, and (3) maintain visual consistency. For
example, in a given image dataset, one might want to gradually change the emotional content of
the photo sequence from pleasant to unpleasant while also maintaining visual consistency across
these images.

In this article, we use a dimensional model of affect called the valence-arousal model [61]. Mea-
sured with scales, valence represents the level of pleasure while arousal represents the level of
excitement. Considering that the valence-arousal model accounts for much of the variance found
in self-reported affective states [61], we consider this model acceptable for identifying the emo-
tional attribute of a photo in a concrete manner. While there exist other models of affect, such
as the Pleasure-Arousal-Dominance model [48], which incorporates valence and arousal as well
as a dominance dimension, we chose the two-dimension valence-arousal model, as we thought
providing two affective dimensions might be simpler for users to understand to rate photos in a
meaningful way.

Given a valence-arousal annotated image dataset, our system automatically synthesized photo
sequences based on valence and arousal targets as well as progression towards those targets
throughout the photo sequence. In achieving a visually consistent photo sequence, we extracted
visual information (dominant color and brightness) from the images, and then, based on color ob-
jectives, our system optimized photo sequences that fulfilled user-defined targets. Thus, our system
selects images from a dataset and automatically synthesizes the requested photo sequence that sat-
isfies both emotional and visual goals (see Figure 1). Therefore, it can be said that the developed
method provides direct control over the synthesized photo sequence in a quantitatively measur-
able fashion. Our process expands on previously published work in the area of image selection and

1https://www.smilebox.com/.
2https://www.magisto.com/.
3https://www.nchsoftware.com/.
4https://spark.adobe.com/.
5https://www.pholody.com/.
6https://www.movavi.com/.
7https://clideo.com/.
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Fig. 1. Using a dataset of annotated images with valence and arousal ratings, our system optimizes a photo

sequence that fulfills user-defined targets in terms of valence, arousal, dominant color, image brightness,

and valence and arousal progression throughout the photo sequence.

synthesis of photo sequences using both annotated emotional rating and visual information
extracted from the images. Our method primarily applies to annotated photos in the user’s
collection.

The contributions of this project include:

• A method to automatically synthesize a photo sequence, giving control to the user over the
emotional values elicited from the photo sequence.
• Introduction of the valence-arousal model for optimizing the photo sequence.
• Validation of the method through a user study.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of previous
research. Section 3 introduces the proposed method, the photo dataset used in the study, and the
preprocessing of the dataset. Then, Section 4 presents the problem formulation. Section 5 explains
the terms of the developed costs, and Section 6 describes the process of optimization. The user
study conducted to evaluate our method is presented in Section 7. The limitations of our method
are discussed in Section 8. Finally, conclusions and recommended directions for future research
are presented in Section 9.

2 RELATED WORK

This article concerns methods of visualization in the creation of photo sequences. In the past, sev-
eral methods have been developed in the hopes of improving the process of synthesizing photo
sequences. Among them, techniques for photo organization and presentation were used exten-
sively to cluster images based on time, faces, and background features [31, 32, 41]. These features
were then used to semantically extract images with similar characteristics from a large dataset to
synthesize photo sequences.

Chu and Lin [9] developed a method for image summarization that uses temporal characteristics
of images to create photobooks. Sinha et al. [67] also focused on a summarization technique that
uses a method called “duplicate detection” to synthesize photobooks. A multidimensional scaling
algorithm has also been used in previous projects [10, 60]. These algorithms have treated the dis-
similarities across images in a high dimensional space and then attempted to estimate them in a
low dimensional output space. Other methods have explored the use of ranking-based techniques.
Jing et al. [27] developed a technique that relies on examining the structure of visual links across
images and text queries and then ranks the returned images based on input text queries. Liu et al.
[42] used similarities between the tags and the image content to rank the tag queries, after which
their system recommends and synthesizes a set of images based on user queries. Finally, Gao et al.
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[18] developed a semi-automatic user-controlled method that incorporates image selection and
theme-based image grouping to create photobooks.

Other recent research has focused on providing methods that enable automatic or semi-
automatic storytelling using media collections based on data extracted from social networks
[54, 58, 64]. Social networks provide an abundant source of metadata and contextual information
related to the content. Automated methods require either minimal or no effort from the user. For
example, by using photo albums that are available online, Obrador et al. [54] developed a method
that can learn social context associated with users to help users synthesize photo albums for shar-
ing. Among other advantages, their work has taken into consideration the aesthetics of facial and
image characteristics. By ranking the photos, it was possible to identify the best one to use. The
method developed by Saini et al. [64] attempted to create meaningful photo stories by extracting
metadata retrieved from images as well as extracting information from a user’s social network of
friends. Sadeghi et al. [63] developed a method of image selection that utilized context to synthe-
size photo collections for vacations.

Semi-automatic methods require the user to interact with the system to provide additional help
in the process of photo sequence synthesis. Specifically, such semi-automated methods focus on
providing a supportive user interface to help the user find and select assets that will be used in
the final photo sequence. Among others, Chen et al. [6] describes a human-centered interface for
creating story narratives. This system uses storytelling as a way to group photos in a theme-based
clustering algorithm, and then seamlessly tile multiple photos in each theme. Another cluster-
based method was developed by Karlsson et al. [29]. This method first groups photos into clusters,
and then helps the user view the assets in the collection based on a user-controllable time scale.
Previous research has distinguished relevant from irrelevant images based on keywords. The above
methods are fundamentally different from the photo sequence synthesis method introduced in this
article, in which the photo sequence is synthesized based on user-defined emotional and visual
targets.

Previous studies have shown that the sequential effects resulting from visual stimuli affect
one’s perception of the photographs [5, 30, 55, 70, 71]. Moreover, extensive familiarization with
either complexity or simplicity has resulted in a heightened visual preference for that attribute
[69]. Therefore, when synthesizing sequences of images, visual consistency of the photo sequence
should be considered [26, 78, 82]. Locher et al. [44] stated that there should be visual balance across
photo sequences, and Hübner et al. [25] indicated that the aesthetics of an image depend signif-
icantly on the perceptual balance of the elements that compose the image. Although there are
numerous definitions of visual consistency, aesthetics, and balance due to the subjective nature of
such elements, it is not always easy to process such factors when synthesizing photo sequences.

Methods that evaluate visual consistency across images have also been explored in several re-
cent studies. Among others, machine learning techniques that train neural networks have been
used extensively [35, 46, 47]. Other methods also include models for measuring visual consistency
based on a number of parameters. Ngo et al. [53] introduced a model to estimate the balance, equi-
librium, symmetry, and sequence of a visual image, while Geigal et al. [19] introduced additional
factors to measure visual quality including balance, emphasis, chronology, and unity. Yang et al.’s
[81] propositions are based on the principle that the synthesized output should maintain a sym-
metrical balance and conform to the golden ratio. In assuming that images that correspond to a
specific search query within a specific search engine are often visually similar, some methods have
considered visual consistency based on data retrieved via search engine results [14, 23]. Metrics for
consistency have also been proposed. In the past, Huang et al. [24] developed a metric for visual
consistency that considered several image-related features such as color, texture, and edges. Last,
Gonzalez and Lapeer [21] developed a visual consistency metric based on image brightness.
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Fig. 2. The valence-arousal circumplex model of affect, as defined by Russell [61]. The horizontal axis repre-

sents valence, and arousal is represented by the vertical axis (left). The distribution of the data used in this

study was based on Russell’s circumplex model (right). In our system, the user is able to choose a valence-

arousal combination, and the system will synthesize a photo sequence that fulfills the user’s desired valence-

arousal combination.

Although this work focuses primarily on synthesizing image sequences using the valence-
arousal emotional model, our work has also considered the use of dominant color and image
brightness to improve visual consistency in the synthesized output. We assigned a set of emotional
and visual consistency cost terms to a total cost function, and we optimized the photo sequence
based on user-defined emotional and visual consistency targets. While we understand users may
also like to create photo sequences with semantic meaning, we leave this area for future work,
allowing our current system’s primary contribution to be the optimization of target affect. Emo-
tions are a central part of storytelling [2]; therefore, we believe emotion is a logical first step for
our system. To the best of our knowledge, no other published study has focused on the synthesis
of a photo sequence using emotionally annotated data and visual features extracted from images.

3 PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we present the valence-arousal emotional model, the dataset that was used for the
implementation and testing procedure, and the process for extracting visual information from the
images that were later used to form the total cost terms.

3.1 The Valence-Arousal Emotional Model

Many models describe the emotional or affective states of humans [15]. Among them is the emo-
tional model proposed by Russell [61], the emotional diagram model developed by Plutchik [57],
the Pleasure, Arousal, Dominance (PAD) emotional state model proposed by Mehrabian [49]
and finally, the three-dimensional cube model developed by Lövheim [45]. In our study, we used
Russell’s circumplex model of affect as a point of reference, from which emotions in the valence
and arousal axes are distributed (see Figure 2). This valence-arousal model [61] has been widely
used in the field of psychology. Valence represents the pleasantness of an emotional stimulus,
ranging from unpleasant to pleasant. Arousal is the intensity of emotion provoked by a stimulus,
ranging from low to high. Our intent in using the model was to allow users to easily choose va-
lence and arousal targets, as a means of asking our system to optimize photo sequences based on
their predefined preferences.

ACM Transactions on Interactive Intelligent Systems, Vol. 11, No. 2, Article 16. Publication date: June 2021.
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3.2 Image Dataset

There are many publicly available datasets with emotional ratings that could have been used.
Among them is EmoMadrid [3], an open-access database consisting of 813 photos. CAP-D [51] con-
tains 526 photos from four databases in which discrete emotions categorize images. Affectnet [50]
contains more than one million facial images drawn from three major search engines using 1,250
emotion-related keywords in six languages. Our study used the open affective standardized

image set (OASIS) [39], an open-access dataset containing 900 color images that depict a broad
spectrum of themes including humans, animals, objects, and scenes. The dataset also contained
normative ratings obtained from an online study of 822 participants, based on the two affective
dimensions (valence and arousal). Both the broad spectrum of themes, much like those found in
a personal photo collection, and the valence-arousal ratings made the OASIS dataset ideal for our
study. The distribution of valence and arousal ratings of the OASIS dataset is shown in Figure 2.

3.3 Extraction of Visual Information

The OASIS dataset provided the valence and arousal ratings for each image. However, we needed
additional information to form our method for rating visual consistency. Therefore, we prepro-
cessed the image dataset to extract additional information (the dominant color and brightness of
the images) deemed to be critical for optimizing the visual consistency of a synthesized photo se-
quence. The dominant color and brightness of the images were chosen, since prior psychology and
graphic design research [12, 59, 65, 68, 73] has shown that such parameters express consistency
across visual information.

Dominant Color. In synthesizing visually consistent photo sequences, we used the color fea-
tures of the images. The dominant color of the image is a component that could help us establish
the visual connection across images. A number of dominant color extraction techniques have been
developed in the past years [33, 66, 79] that take into account different color spaces (e.g., RBG, HSL,
CIELAB). We considered an RGB-based method, since the RGB-based dominant color extraction
can benefit from the fast computation [4, 20, 76]. To extract the dominant color (the RGB values
of a color), we used the median cut [22] algorithm from the largest cluster. Specifically, the al-
gorithm first defines the number of clusters (dominant colors that should be obtained) and then
the method estimates and returns the dominant color to be used during the optimization process.
Note that for all examples presented in this article, a single dominant color was used. However,
additional dominant colors could also be utilized based on the proportion of each dominant color
in the image.

Image Brightness. We also considered image brightness an essential factor in visual consis-
tency. We wanted to synthesize image sequences that did not differ significantly in intensity. To
compute the mean brightness of an image, we first converted all images to grayscale. Then, for
each image, we calculated the average grayscale value of all pixels.

4 PROBLEM FORMULATION

In using a dataset of images annotated with valence and arousal ratings, the objective of our
method was to synthesize a photo sequence that fulfilled user-defined targets for emotional and
visual consistency. We started by defining a photo sequence as S = [p1,p2, . . . ,pN ], consisting
of a user-defined number of pictures (N ) generated by our system and assembled in sequential
order, in which a picture pi ∈ S corresponded to any possible image. The method synthesized
photo sequences based on emotional and visual consistency, and prior costs assigned to a total
cost function. In synthesizing a photo sequence S , we defined an overall cost functionCT otal (S ) as

CT otal (S ) = CEmow
T
Emo +CV isw

T
V is +CPr iorw

T
Pr ior , (1)
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where CEmo = [CV
Emo
,CA

Emo] is a vector of emotional costs, and wT
Emo = [wV

Emo
,wA

Emo] are the

corresponding weights to the emotional costs. TheCV
Emo

andCA
Emo terms, respectively, were used

for evaluating the valence and arousal of the synthesized photo sequence. TheCV is = [CC
V is
,CB

V is ]

is a vector of visual consistency costs, and wT
V is = [wC

V is
,wB

V is ] are weights that correspond to

the visual consistency cost terms. The term CC
V is

evaluates the dominant color in the synthe-

sized photo sequence, and theCB
V is is the brightness of the synthesized photo sequence. The term

CPr ior = [CV P
Pr ior
,CAP

Pr ior ,C
R
Pr ior

] is prior costs associated with the synthesized photo sequence

S , and wT
Pr ior = [wV P

Pr ior
,wAP

Pr ior ,w
R
Pr ior

] are weights assigned to the prior cost terms. CV P
Pr ior

and

CAP
Pr ior denote the progression of valence and arousal throughout the photo sequence. The objective

of these terms is to evaluate how the synthesized photo sequence fits a user-defined progression
of valence and arousal. The termCR

Pr ior
constrains the photo sequence to not repeat an image if it

already exists.
We apply a Gaussian model in our CV

Emo
, CA

Emo , CC
V is

, and CB
V is cost functions to penalize de-

viation and large variation from the desired targets. Essentially, Equations (2)–(5) evaluate how
close the valence, arousal, color, and brightness of the current photo sequence is compared to the
user-defined target valence, arousal, color, and brightness based on a Gaussian distribution. Note
that in its current form, a user can easily control the targets through changing the corresponding
variables in our software and also change the progress of valence and arousal through choosing
from a list of pre-defined curves and lines. No additional control (e.g., draw a progression line or
curve) is given to a user.

Note that aside from the proposed cost terms, other cost terms can be examined and imple-
mented depending on the characteristics of the target domain that requires the automatic synthe-
sis of photo sequences. In the next sections, we present the developed cost terms (Section 5) and
the process for optimizing the photo sequence based on user-defined targets (Section 6).

5 COST TERMS

Details on all cost terms implemented in our software are presented in this section. Note that
the valence and arousal ratings, as well as the dominant color and image brightness values, were
normalized. Normalization ensured that all components in our optimization had a similar range
and so would be easy to manage.

5.1 Emotional Terms

The emotional terms that are responsible for generating a new photo sequence S are defined in
this section.

Valence Cost. Valence indicates averseness (negative valence) or intrinsic attractiveness (posi-
tive valence) [15]. To evaluate the synthesized photo sequence S as a whole and not as individual
images that should follow specific target values, we defined a cost term to evaluate the average
amount of valence that is included in the synthesized photo sequence:

CV
Emo (S ) = 1 − exp �

�
−

(
1
|S |
∑

pi
V (pi ) − τV

)2
2σ 2

V

�
�
, (2)

whereV (pi ) denotes the valence rating of thepi photo, and τV ∈ [0, 1] is the average target valence
that is requested by a user in synthesizing a photo sequence S . Note that a low target valence
value τV close to 0 denotes unpleasant, and a high valence value τV close to 1 denotes pleasant. σV

controls the spread of the Gaussian penalty function and is empirically set as τV .
Arousal Cost. Arousal is the physiological and psychological state of being awoken or hav-

ing organs stimulated to the point of perception [15]. Low arousal means calm and inactive, and
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positive arousal means excited and active. Similar to the valence cost term, we evaluate the syn-
thesized photo sequence S as a whole; therefore, we defined a cost term that encodes the average
amount of arousal that is included in the synthesized photo sequence. The arousal cost function is
expressed as

CA
Emo (S ) = 1 − exp �

�
−

(
1
|S |
∑

pi
A(pi ) − τA

)2
2σ 2

A

�
�
, (3)

whereA(pi ) denotes the arousal rating of the pi photo, and τA ∈ [0, 1] is the average target arousal
requested by a user in synthesizing a photo sequence S . Finally, σA controls the spread of the
Gaussian function and is set as τA.

5.2 Visual Consistency Terms

We developed cost terms that are responsible for synthesizing a photo sequence to fulfill user-
defined visual consistency. Therefore, the synthesized photo sequence could be considered as
visually-consistent. The developed costs are represented below.

Dominant Color Cost. Our dominant color cost synthesized the photo sequence by minimizing
the color differences across images. Therefore, the synthesized results could be considered visually
consistent. Moreover, as the user could control the target values of the dominant color, the system
was also able to synthesize photos that fulfilled this user parameter. To avoid observing dominant
color discrepancies across images, our dominant color cost term forces each image to follow the
user define target dominant color. Thus, the dominant color cost is defined as

CC
V is (S ) = 1 − exp �

�
−

1
|S |
∑

pi

(
C (pi ) − τC

)2
2σ 2

C

�
�
, (4)

where C (pi ) denotes the dominant color of the pi image, and τC ∈ [0, 1] represents a user-defined
target dominant color of the photo sequence S . Note that both C (pi ) and τC represent the RGB
color space so that the cost term is computed for each color channel individually. The normalized
values of each individual channel of the RGB color space were used for this cost term. Thus, this
cost term evaluates the dominant colorC (pi ) of picture pi and the user-defined dominant color τC .
Finally, we set σC as τC .

Brightness Cost. We have included brightness cost in our visual consistency term, which en-
coded the brightness of all pixels of the image. This term helped us synthesize a photo sequence
in which the overall brightness did not deviate across images in the sequence. This is achieved by
forcing each image that is evaluated by the brightness cost term to follow the user define target
brightness value. The image brightness cost is defined as

CB
V is (S ) = 1 − exp �

�
−

1
|S |
∑

pi

(
B (pi ) − τB

)2
2σ 2

B

�
�
, (5)

where B (pi ) denotes the average brightness of the pi image, and τB ∈ [0, 1] denotes a user-defined
target brightness of an image that belongs to the synthesized photo sequence S . This cost term
evaluates the brightness B (pi ) of picture pi against the user target brightness τB . We also set σB as
τB . Note that low τB values correspond to dark images and high τB values to bright images.

5.3 Prior Terms

Besides the ability to control the average amount of valence and arousal that should be included in
the synthesized photo sequence, the prior terms were developed to provide the user with additional
control. This control allowed the user to specify the progression of valence and arousal throughout
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the photo sequence as well as to specify whether a photo should appear more than once in the
synthesized photo sequence. At this point, we would like to briefly explain the terms of valence
and arousal progression. In particular, a user specifies a target average valence amount of 0.5.
The valence progression term asks the user to choose how that valence should be distributed in
the synthesized photo sequence. The user could then input a curve or line that defines the valence
amount for each image in the photo sequence. For example, the user might choose a Gaussian-like
bell curve. Thus, the images at the beginning of the synthesized photo sequence would have a
low valence, the images in the middle of the photo sequence would have a high valence, and the
images at the end of the photo sequence would have a low valence. In this way, we ensured that
the user-specified target valence level would be distributed according to the user-defined input.
Note that the valence and arousal progression could have also been controlled directly from the
valence and arousal cost; however, it would have been more difficult for the user to specify an
average target level for valence and express it through an input curve or line.

Valence Progression Cost. The valence progression cost takes the valence value V (pi ) of the
ith picture of the photo sequence S , and evaluates this valence amount with a user’s defined ith
amount input τV (pi ) , using the following:

CV P
Pr ior (S ) =

1

|S |
∑
pi

(
N
(
V (pi )

)
− N (τV (pi ) )

)2
, (6)

where N (·) denotes a function that normalizes the valence amount V (pi ) of all images that be-
long to the photo sequence S , while also normalizing all user-defined target valence values τV (pi )

before computing CV P
Pr ior

(S ). In this way, it is ensured that significant discrepancies between the
input curve/line and the synthesized photo sequence are eliminated when computing the valence
progression cost.

Arousal Progression Cost. In controlling the arousal progression throughout the photo se-
quence S , the arousal progression cost evaluates the arousal value A(pi ) against the user-defined
arousal amount τA(pi ) for the ith image of the photo sequence. The arousal progression cost is then
represented as

CAP
Pr ior (S ) =

1

|S |
∑
pi

(
N
(
A(pi )

)
− N (τA(pi ) )

)2
, (7)

where, as before, N (·) denotes a normalization function.
Repetition Cost. In synthesizing photo sequences and avoiding tedious repetition of images,

a repetition term was added as a prior cost. Thus, the repetition cost ensured that the generated
photo sequence would not include duplicate photos. This cost is represented as

CR
Pr ior (S ) =

1
|S |!(

2!( |S |−2)!

)
∑

(pi ,pj )

Γ(pi ,pj ), (8)

where |S |!
(2!−( |S |−2)!) returns the total number of combination between (pi ,pj ) that are two of the

pictures of the photo sequence S . Γ(pi ,pj ) is then computed based on the following condition:

Γ(pi ,pj ) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

1 if the picture pi is identical to picture pj ,

0 otherwise.

This ensures that the CR
Pr ior

(S ) cost term returns a high value when the picture pi is identical to

picture pj . Conversely, theCR
Pr ior

(S ) cost term returns a low value when the picture pi is different
from picture pj .
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6 OPTIMIZATION

To automatically synthesize the photo sequence based on the user-defined targets, we employed
an optimization method. Considering that a photo sequence could be generated with a collection
of images that could be retrieved from an image dataset, an optimal solution for the user-defined
target cost was searched in the solution space. For the optimization process, we used a Markov
chain Monte Carlo technique, which is known as simulated annealing [34]. We then employed
a Metropolis-Hastings state searching step [8]. Simulated annealing was chosen because: (1) its
ability to avoid small local minima on route to a global minimum; (2) it works well with problems
with a large number of parameters; (3) it generally outperforms other graph-based methods [28,
62]; and (4) the computational burden in working with the OASIS image dataset was acceptable
(for N = 10 images, simulated annealing needed < 2 s to provide an optimal solution).

To employ the technique, we started by implementing a Boltzmann-like objective function:

f (S ) = exp �
�
− 1

t
CT otal (S )�

�
, (9)

In Equation (9), t denotes the temperature parameter of the simulated annealing process [34],
which was set to decrease gradually throughout the optimization process. As the optimization
evolved, the optimizer randomly chose and applied a move to the current photo sequence S to
propose a new photo sequence S ′. For the optimization process, two moves were considered by
the optimizer: (1) replacing a randomly chosen image from photo sequence S , and (2) swapping
images by randomly choosing two images from the existing photo sequence S .

At the beginning of the optimization process, a random photo sequence S that contained a user-
defined N number of images was initialized. At each iteration of the optimization, one of the moves
was chosen randomly and applied to a randomly selected image (or images when the swap images
move is chosen) of the current photo sequence S to create a new photo sequence S ′.

In our implementation, we defined the selection probabilities of moves as follows. For the first
500 iterations, the selection probabilities of the moves were set to Prr eplace = 0.50 for “replace an
image” and Prswap = 0.50 for “swap images.” For the second 500 iterations, the selection probabil-
ities of the moves were set to Prr eplace = 0.75 for “replace an image” and Prswap = 0.25 for “swap
images.” For the rest of the iterations needed, the selection probabilities of the moves were set to
Prr eplace = 1.0 for “replace an image” and Prswap = 0.0 for “swap images.” As the optimization
evolved, it favored the “replace image” move.

To decide if the system should accept the photo sequence S ′, our method compared the pro-
posed total cost CT otal (S ′) to the current total cost of CT otal (S ). The developed method accepts a
proposed photo sequence S ′ based on the Metropolis criterion [8] denoted as

Pr (S ′|S ) = min �
�
1,

f (S ′)

f (S )
�
�
. (10)

The simulated annealing method was employed to optimize different photo sequences. A tem-
perature parameter t was first defined. When optimization began, the temperature parameter t
was represented by a high value, allowing the optimizer to explore the optimized results aggres-
sively. As the iterations of the optimization evolved, the temperature parameter was reduced until
it reached zero. An initial temperature t = 1.0 was used at the beginning of the optimization and
was reduced by 0.10 every 100 iterations. As the temperature parameter decreased, the optimizer
became greedier in finding optimal solutions. The optimization process was complete when the
total cost change was less than 5% in the past 100 iterations.
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Fig. 3. A comparison between optimizing the photo sequence using the Markov chain Monte Carlo (left) and

the greedy (right) algorithm. The Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm achieves lower minima compared to

the greedy algorithm.

A comparison of how the total cost CT otal (S ) changed over several iterations of the photo se-
quence optimization between the Markov chain Monte Carlo and the greedy algorithm is shown
in Figure 3. The Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm obtains a solution with a lower total cost
value (≈0.30) compared to the greedy approach (≈0.55). The total cost value of the greedy algo-
rithm experiment did not change from about iteration 140 to about iteration 240. Thus, the greedy
optimization stopped at about iteration 240. Since the Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm can
accept a solution with a cost higher than that of the current solution with a certain acceptance
probability, the sampling is capable of jumping out from a locally optimal solution. This prevents
the sampling from being performed locally, and eventually locating a more optimal solution with a
lower total cost value. Thus, the Markov chain Monte Carlo optimization stopped at about iteration
770.

Unless otherwise specified by the user, the weights assigned to the cost terms responsible for
the emotional cost terms were set to wA

Emo = 1.00 and wV
Emo

= 1.00, the weights of the visual

consistency cost terms were set to wC
V is
= 0.50 and wB

V is = 0.50, and the weights of the prior cost

terms were set to wV P
Pr ior

= 0.50, wAP
Pr ior = 0.50, and wR

Pr ior
= 1.00. Note that the user is able to

control these weights and synthesize photo sequences by individually prioritizing the importance
of each cost term. Figure 4 shows examples of synthesized photo sequences in which a higher pri-
ority was requested for a different color. Additionally, examples of synthesized sequences based
on different user-defined valence and arousal target values are shown in Figure 5. Finally, exam-
ples of a synthesized photo sequence using different valence and arousal progression inputs are
shown in Figure 6. We would like to note that in Figure 6 the photo sequences only follow the
sequential logic of the valence-arousal targets. We decided to not prioritize the visual consistency
cost terms, since we realized that there are not enough images in the dataset that could be used
to synthesize a photo sequence that fulfills the sequential logic of the valence-arousal targets and
visual consistency targets simultaneously.

7 USER STUDY

To evaluate the efficacy of our method in synthesizing photo sequences that fulfill specific va-
lence and arousal targets, we conducted a user study to determine if valence and arousal targets
achieved by the method could be appropriately perceived by general users.Because a developed
photo sequence of a target valence and target arousal may include singular photos with vary-
ing valence and arousal values, it was important to test the perceived valence and arousal of the
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Fig. 4. Photo sequences (N = 10) synthesized by prioritizing the visual consistency terms. From top to

bottom, we have prioritized red, green, blue, yellow, and black color.

photo sequence in its entirety. For example, a photo sequence that meets a 0.50 arousal target may
include photos with both 0.30 and 0.70 arousal values. Therefore, we evaluated the overall per-
ceived target values from the photo sequence as a whole with our user study. We wanted to eval-
uate perceived valence and arousal from the photo sequence rather than from singular images,
which are provided in the OASIS dataset. As this work is proof-of-concept, a user study with gen-
eral users would be effective in determining if users could adequately perceive valence and arousal
properties of our generated image sequences. We chose not to evaluate the visual consistency, as
both the dominant color and brightness of the photo sequences could easily be inspected by the
researchers after the photo sequences were generated.

7.1 Participants

Participants were recruited via emails sent to our department’s undergraduate and graduate stu-
dents. We recruited 53 participants in total. All participants were volunteers, and no compensation
was involved. From the participant pool, 25 were female and 28 were male. Participants ranged in
age from 18 to 33 (M = 23.06, SD = 3.67). Participants provided written consent that was approved
by the Institutional Review Board of our university.

7.2 Stimulus and Procedure

We synthesized three photo sequences that included images with low, medium, and high arousal
annotations at a constant valence of 0.50, as well as three photo sequences that included images
with low, medium and high valence annotations at a constant arousal of 0.50. The six photo se-
quences were synthesized with target valence and arousal values of 0.20 for low, 0.50 for medium,
and 0.80 for high. The target number of images per synthesized photo sequence was set at N = 10.
For each of the developed valence-arousal variations, we created an image slideshow that consisted
of ten images each. The images that belong to each synthesized slideshows are shown in Figure 5.
The duration of the slideshow was 40 s, which meant that each image appeared for 4 s; the lower
duration used by Chen et al. [7]. The ten images played during the 40-s period are considered the
developed photo sequence.

After each 40-s photo sequence was displayed, users rated arousal, and then valence on separate
pages of our survey, to avoid confusion between the two terms. Users rated the photo sequence in
its entirety. After completing arousal and valence ratings for one photo sequence, another photo
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Fig. 5. Variation of synthesized photo sequences (N = 10) based on the developed method by varying the

target values of valence and arousal.

sequence was displayed, and the participant then rated it. The total time for the viewing and rating
of all photo sequences took less than 15 min per participant.

7.3 Results

We used a repeated measures Analysis of Variance with Huynh-Feldt correction to explore differ-
ences in arousal and valence ratings across low, medium and high arousal and valence photo se-
quences. Q-Q plots of the residuals were used to determine that the data was normally distributed.
We used Bonferroni corrections for our post hoc comparisons.
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Fig. 6. Variation of synthesized photo sequences (N = 9) based on the developed method by defining

different valence and arousal progress inputs (left column) and keeping both the average target valence

(τV = 0.5) and arousal (τA = 0.5) constant. The weights assigned to the emotional cost terms were set to

wA
Emo

= 1.00 andwV
Emo

= 1.00, and the weights of the visual consistency cost terms were set towC
V is
= 0.50

and wB
V is
= 0.50; therefore, only the emotional cost terms were prioritized for the optimization process.

Our results indicate that arousal ratings across low, medium, and high arousal photo sequences
were significantly different [F (1.722, 89.532) = 18.683, p = 0.000, η2

p = 0.264]. Post hoc compar-

isons revealed that low arousal photo sequence ratings (M = 3.53, SD = 0.19) were significantly
lower than both medium arousal photo sequence ratings (M = 4.47, SD = 0.14) and high arousal
photo sequence ratings (M = 5.02, SD = 0.18). While post hoc comparisons revealed that medium
arousal photo sequence ratings (M = 4.47, SD = 0.14) were significantly higher than ratings
for the low arousal photo sequence (M = 3.53, SD = 0.19), the medium arousal photo sequence
ratings (M = 4.47, SD = 0.14) did not differ significantly from the high arousal photo sequence
ratings (M = 5.02, SD = 0.18). While our results demonstrate that users were able to perceive
differences in low and high arousal and between low and medium arousal within our photo se-
quences, we were unable to determine significant differences between medium and high arousal
photo sequence ratings.

We also examined differences in valence ratings of our photo sequences. We determined that
valence ratings were significantly different across low, medium and high valence photo sequences
[F (1.784, 92.759) = 474.209, p = 0.000, η2

p = 0.901]. Post hoc comparisons showed that low va-

lence photo sequence ratings (M = 1.85, SD = 0.69) were significantly lower than both medium
valence photo sequence ratings (M = 4.08, SD = 0.78), and high valence photo sequence ratings
(M = 6.36, SD = 0.76). Additionally, post hoc comparisons revealed that medium valence photo se-
quence ratings (M = 4.08, SD = 0.78) were significantly lower than high valence photo sequence
ratings (M = 6.36, SD = 0.76). Our results indicate that users were able to perceive low, medium
and high valence at a constant arousal within our synthesized photo sequences, as seen through
ratings.
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7.4 Discussion

According to Kurdi et al. [39], who developed the OASIS dataset, it is possible for arousal to be in-
fluenced by gender when viewing sexually explicit images. Although none of our photo sequences
contained sexually explicit images, it is possible that the inclusion of a few suggestive images (see
Figure 5) may have influenced our results concerning arousal ratings, in that women may have
responded differently than men when rating the arousal for photo sequences with these images.
Additionally, it has been shown that some individuals are prone to providing responses that are
socially desirable, rather than personally felt [16]. Therefore, it is also possible that our results con-
cerning arousal may have been impacted by the user’s desire to respond in a socially acceptable
manner.

Considering that arousal and valence can be influenced by mood or focus of attention, and that
arousal focus may be more influential in defining emotional experiences for certain individuals
more so than for other individuals [13], perhaps a lack of attention to the images’ arousal level
contributed to similar ratings for medium and high arousal photo sequences. Interesting next steps
with this work might include having users rate their attention to both arousal and valence content,
as well as having users report their state affect at the time of the study.

Kurdi et al. [39] found that differences in ratings arose from a user’s liberal or conservative
political stance concerning images with sexuality and violence. Considering that several images in
our photo sequences depict scenes of violence, it is possible that we could not determine significant
differences in arousal ratings between medium and high arousal photo sequences due to perception
of violence, perhaps based on political feelings, as suggested by Kurdi et al. [39]. Differences in
culture can also influence perception of affect; however, because we collected neither political nor
cultural demographics from our users, we cannot make these claims, and can only suggest them
as potential influences for arousal ratings.

In a review by Kuppens et al. [38], it was found that as people feel more positive or as they feel
more negative, arousal ratings tend to be higher, suggesting a relationship between valence and
arousal. Not only has it been shown that relationships between arousal and valence are likely, but
it has been shown that individual differences may significantly impact reports of affect, so much
so that arousal may not be an appropriate equivalent of affect intensity [38]. Despite our imper-
fect ratings of arousal, users generally could distinguish arousal levels as well as appropriately
perceive variations in the valence of the photo sequences, as shown by significant differences in
low, medium, and high valence photo sequence ratings.

8 LIMITATIONS

As with any photo sequence synthesis technique, the limited number of images contained in a
database might affect the quality of the final photo sequence. Moreover, the difficulty in finding
emotionally annotated images might also be considered a limitation, especially in cases where
our method is used for personal photo collections and not for publicly available image datasets.
We assume that with recent developments in deep learning, techniques that automatically predict
valence and arousal levels [36, 50] could contribute to our method by allowing a user’s photo collec-
tions to be annotated automatically. Therefore, our approach could become even more appropriate
for personal photo collections with the potential inclusion of machine learning techniques.

Another limitation of our method, concerning the extraction process of visual information from
the images, includes our lack of semantic analysis and inter-segment semantics such as time, sea-
son, and content. We believe that deep learning approaches [37, 77] could be used to extract in-
formation such as event identification [56], which could be helpful in assigning images to discrete
groups. In this way, photos could be synthesized in a sequence by retrieving images from specific
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groups. Given these limitations, we may want to include semantics, image features, and informa-
tion grouping in our current total cost function to create more targeted photo sequences in the
future.

9 CONCLUSION

We developed a method for synthesizing photo sequences in which images are rated based on
valence and arousal, and in which visual information is extracted from the photos. Our method,
which is considered a proof of concept, provides considerable flexibility to users, allowing them to
synthesize photo sequences in fast and intuitive ways. In evaluating our method, we conducted a
user study to determine if valence and arousal levels of a synthesized photo sequence are perceived
as expected by the user. Based on our results, we conclude that participants were able to rate photo
sequences appropriately, despite minor discrepancies in arousal ratings. Therefore, our method
can be used for synthesizing photo sequences that trigger the desired valence and arousal levels
of users.

Our current application dealt only with images. However, we hope to expand our system’s func-
tionality to handle sounds and short videos. Specifically, we plan to explore methods of enhancing
and optimizing a photo sequence while considering features extracted from audio files, thus, en-
abling audiovisual slide shows. Moreover, we want to explore the synthesis of storyboards (e.g.,
weddings, graduations) using the valence-arousal emotional model. In future work, we would like
to extract semantic meaning from photos, to explore photo sequences that tell stories in addition to
evoking target emotions. Finally, we also plan to create an annotated dataset with short video clips,
which once combined, will make it possible to synthesize a short story. Based on this dataset, we
plan to explore the possibility of synthesizing short films in which the user will be able to control
the emotional content and evolution of the story based on multiple objectives. By expanding our
current method, we hope to develop an application that will prove useful to both public and private
users who require fast and automated synthesized media sequences for a variety of purposes.
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